The preschool years (i.e. 1-5 years of age) is a time of rapid and dramatic postnatal brain development (i.e. neural plasticity), and of fundamental acquisition of cognitive development (i.e. working memory, attention and inhibitory control). Also, it is a time of transition from a direct maternal mediation/selection of diet-based nutrition to food selection that is more based on selfselection and self-gratification. However, there have been fewer published studies in preschool children than in infants or school-aged children that examined the role of nutrition in brain/mental development (125 studies versus 232 and 303 studies, respectively during the last 28 years). This may arise because of age-related variability, in terms of individual differences in temperament, linguistic ability, and patterns of neural activity that may affect assessment of neural and cognitive development in pre-school children. In this review, we suggest several approaches for assessing brain function in children that can be refined. It would be desirable if the discipline developed some common elements to be included in future studies of diet and brain function, with the idea that they would complement more targeted measures based on time of exposure and understanding of data from animal models. Underlining this approach is the concept of 'window of sensitivity' during which nutrients may affect postnatal neural development: investigators and expert panels need to look specifically for region-specific changes and do so with understanding of the likely time window during which the nutrient was, or was not available.
Introduction
All life processes are subject to the influence of biological and nurturing factors and, ultimately, to their interplay. Brain and behavioral development are no exception. During embryonic, fetal and early postnatal life, genetic determinants specify the fate of neuronal progenitors and their migration to brain regions. 1 These genetic determinants also modulate synaptic signal transmission and contribute to the establishment and maintenance of the central nervous system. 2, 3 At the same time, environmental determinants play an equally critical role in shaping the neural configuration through postnatal synaptic 'blooming and pruning' that incorporates on-going experiences into the developing synaptic architecture of the brain. 4 Some of these environmental determinants act by modifying gene expression through epigenetic mechanisms. 5 In essence, an infant is born with the intrinsic capacity to learn, but how and what the infant learns is modulated by the environment.
What is the role of nutrition in this complex process? Nutrition is an environmental factor 6 as it represents access to resources from the environment (i.e. food and water), but in contrast to other environmental resources like medical care, education or experiences, nutrition can directly modify gene structure and mediate the expression of genetic factors by providing the specific molecules that enable genes to exert their potential or targeted effects on brain growth and development. The brain is a specialized tissue in which functionality depends upon the generation of electrical potentials and their conduction through long axonal components of cell-bodies and through the synaptic gaps between these cell-bodies. These special functions of brain are reflected in a higher need for certain nutrients such as choline, folic acid, iron, zinc and special fats (e.g. gangliosides, sphingolipids and docosahexaenoic acid [DHA] ). Moreover, nutrition can have direct effects on gene expression in brain. Levi and Sanderson 7 described the epigenetic effects of nutrients, exerted by altering histone acetylation, and the effects of hypoglycemic diets on the genetic expression of neuronal factors. Additionally, nutrients can act as growth factors. For example, retinoic acid, the active form of vitamin A, is involved in central nervous system morphogenesis and patterning. 8 Some nutrients facilitate the incorporation of experiences into cognitive functions by being the basic structural components of neuronal cell-bodies and synapses. For example, evidence continues to accumulate suggesting that specific fatty acids like DHA are important for synaptogenesis particularly during the third trimester of human gestation. 9 Thus, nutrition plays a critical role at the crossroads of the biological and nurturing factors that mediate brain growth and development.
Our goal in this article is to examine the role of nutrition in postnatal brain and behavior development spanning the toddler and preschool years (i.e. 1-5 years of age), identifying major gaps in our understanding of these processes and providing recommendations on how to fill these gaps. We will focus on this age range because this is a time of rapid and dramatic changes in the brain (i.e. brain plasticity), and it is a time for acquisition of fundamental cognitive and interpersonal skills. [10] [11] [12] [13] During this time, children's spoken vocabulary increases significantly, they gain greater motor co-ordination, and they are able to engage in tasks for slightly longer periods.
14 Additionally, this age period is characterized by a time of transition from direct maternal control of infant nutrition to indirect maternal control in which children do not procure their own nutrition, but they begin to assert increasing autonomy regarding what they eat. The toddler and preschool years are generally considered to be the most difficult phase of life to study because toddler performance is influenced by factors that are outside of experimental control such as emotional state, motivation, persistence, and comprehension of instructions. Thus, less research has been done in the toddler years ( Fig. 1 ) not only because of this age-related variability, but because there has been a greater emphasis on measures of overall cognitive development like 'IQ', which is notably difficult to assess until elementary school years.
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The role of nutrition in postnatal brain and behavior development
Nutrition as a mediator of the impact of socio-economic status
In examining the role of nutrition in brain and behavioral development, it is important to recognize that human beings are not randomly assigned to specific conditions. Rather, the effects and outcomes of nutrition are almost always correlated to broader influences from environmental factors such as socioeconomic status, health, sociobehavioral factors and motivation. 6 Among these correlates, socio-economic status usually emerges as the most salient factor explaining the influence of these other environmental factors on children's brain development and general well-being. 18 In essence, socio-economic status is a proxy for a broad array of human activities such as education, social status and wealth that affect the ability of a family to purchase the goods and services that are essential for well-being. From this perspective, nutrition is an important mediator of the effects of socio-economic status on the child's well-being. Bradley and Corwing, 18 in their review on how socioeconomic status impacts on brain and mental development, emphasize the importance of the 'nutrition pathway' proposed by Martorell 19 as the process through which low socio-economic status leads to inadequate dietary intakes, nutrient deficiency and, eventually, morbidity and mortality. Food insecurity and malnutrition have been linked to nutrient deficiencies leading to learning and developmental deficits amongst the most vulnerable, infants and toddlers. 20, 21 For example, studies have shown that nutrition mediates the impact of socioeconomic status on the increased likelihood of neural tube defects caused by inadequate intake of folic acid during the first trimester of pregnancy, 22 and on the prevalence of iron deficiency-mediated changes in brain function caused by inadequate intake of meats and vegetables rich in iron. 23 Chronic undernutrition can deplete the energy resources of both parent and child, making the child more lethargic and less able to elicit attention from the parent and the parent becoming less sensitive and supportive of the child. 24 Although this perspective offers an explanation, through nutrition, of the socio-economic status effects, it is important to recognize that nutrition is not the only pathway through which socio-economic status can affect brain and behavioral development; others include health care, housing, parenting and cognitively-stimulating play materials and social experiences. 18 For example, children from low socio-economic status families are more likely to have endured high-risk pregnancies that are associated with poor perinatal outcomes or are more likely to have suffered from chronic and debilitating disease during childhood and to have experienced more cognitive and behavioral disturbances than children from less stressed circumstances. 6, 18 These children also are more likely to manifest symptoms of psychiatric disturbance, maladaptive functioning and low intellectual/academic achievements than children raised by high socio-economic status families. 18 For this reason, it is still difficult to determine the extent to which poor nutrition alone contributes to developmental problems because children who lack access to adequate nutrition also tend to lack access to these other resources. It is important that researchers control for various other mediators of socio-economic status when studying the effects of nutrition on brain as this increases the possibility of assessing the effect of nutrition per se.
There are notable advantages in conceptualizing nutrition as an important path by which socioeconomic status affects cognitive development. For example, if this relationship is symmetrical, higher socio-economic status should be associated with better nutritional status and higher cognition. Johnston et al. 25 used height as a measure of overall nutritional history, and found a linear proportional association between increasing height, socio-economic status and IQ. Height in this population was a good proxy of nutritional status, but in other populations might be more closely related to the genetic potential of each individual. 26 Brown and Pollitt 27 proposed that poor nutrition contributes to delay in intellectual development by causing 'brain damage, enhancing the risk of illness, inducing lethargy and withdrawal or delayed physical growth'. Brain 'damage' refers to relatively straightforward nutrient-induced structural or biochemical alterations. Illness as explained by Brown and Pollitt, delays the development of motor skills (e.g. crawling and walking) and thus, limits the child's exposure to, and exploration of, the external environment. 27 Similarly, delayed physical growth, lethargy and withdrawal would limit the child's exploration of the external environment and the incorporation of new knowledge from external stimuli. Clearly, the causal relationship between nutrition and brain development is complex and there are various mechanisms whereby nutrition may influence brain development and behavior. Therefore, research that assesses the effect of nutrition inter- In understanding the influence of nutrients and foodderived neurotrophic factors on brain and behavior development, it is important to realize that nutrients' essentiality depends on the timing of their delivery in relation to critical periods during brain development. 28, 29 A critical period typically encompasses a relatively narrow time-frame during which a particular brain region develops or in which a specific experience must occur. Prenatal development has welldefined milestones or critical periods like neurulation (i.e. formation of the neural tube from which eventually evolves the central nervous system). For example, folic acid is essential for neural tube closure for a short period around 22 days' human gestation. 30 This timing relationship between nutrient availability and brain development is not only relevant to prenatal development, but also to postnatal development. However, postnatal brain development milestones and timeframes are generally less well defined in onset; they are also broader and protracted in time. Thomas and Nelson 31 have characterized these periods of brain development during postnatal life as sensitive periods rather than critical periods because they are flexible and the time period in which they function is broader. For example, in the case of the visual and auditory cortex, the formation of experience-dependent synapses peaks about the fourth postnatal month, and is followed by a gradual retraction until the end of the preschool period (see Fig. 1 ). 31 The neural processes that are inherently important for postnatal brain development make less clear demarcating behavioral milestones. In early postnatal development, there may be redundant axonal connectivity, which may modify vulnerability to damage in brain tissues. 32 For example, infants have auditory responses in the temporal lobe as well as in the visualcortex regions, whereas normal adults have them only in the temporal lobe regions. [32] [33] [34] If there is an injury to either area in infancy, the redundancy of axonal connections can mitigate detrimental sensory loss compared to an injury in an adult. 32 This intrinsic capacity of the brain to remodel itself, refered to as neural plasticity, is the result of overproduction and trimming of neuronal connections, which are associated with changes in synaptic processes, neurogenesis and myelination of axons. 4, 35, 36 Most synaptic 'blooming and pruning', although varying by brain region, usually occurs postnatally. 4 The overproduction and trimming of neuronal connections allows the developing synaptic architecture of the brain to capture and incorporate experiences, giving rise to behavior as a manifestation of a co-ordinated neural network activity within a small space, i.e. the cranium. Pascual-Leone et al. 35 note that this brain plasticity is the mechanism that supports development and learning, but also it can cause clinical disorders. Therefore, it is a challenge to demarcate behavioral milestones based on how these neural processes relate to the evolving anatomical organizations of the brain during childhood.
The neural processes and their timing during postnatal brain development have important implications for understanding the range and relative degree of severity of nutrient deficiencies. For example, nutrient deficiencies during the prenatal months usually cause irreversible effects on neurogenesis and synaptogenesis because these processes only occur during a specific programmed time in embryogenesis. In contrast, nutrient deficiencies during postnatal development may induce errors that are reversible because of neural plasticity. Moreover, changes in nutrient availability may occur and affect brain development at multiple separate time points across the postnatal life-cycle. For example, iron deficiency may affect brain development and function in early infancy, during toddler's years or in adolescence. 29 Thus, the postnatal periods during which neural process occur can be labeled windows of sensitivity in the sense that they reflect an 'opportunity or exposure' upon which nutrients or their lack of availability may exert an effect, rather than critical periods as in prenatal brain development.
In conceptualizing these periods as windows of sensitivity, it is important to recognize that other factors may exacerbate, confound or compensate for the effects of nutrients on the developing nervous systems. This approach has facilitated the estimation of risk assessment in developmental neurotoxicology. 37 For example, the child's environment influences not only the availability of nutrients but also modulates the effect that a nutrient may have on developmental outcomes. Because most nutrient deficiencies occur in poor (not experience enriched) environments, this may exacerbate the nutrient brain effects. On the other hand, an enriched environment may mitigate the true effect of a nutrient intervention. Inherent to this concept of 'window of sensitivity' are the effects and consequences of neural plasticity in brain development during postnatal life. 4, 35, 36 The plasticity of the human brain may mitigate the effects of nutrient deficiencies on the brain by adapting or compensating in response to environmental pressures, physiological changes and experiences, thus limiting the response to nutrient supplements. The challenge is to learn how nutrients modulate neural plasticity to achieve the best behavioral outcome. This would require that detection of postnatal nutrient brain effects be based on measurements that are highly reliable of the nutrient's effect as well as to the brain outcome within the context of a window of sensitivity. These measures should include a combination of nutrient status assessment methods (i.e. biochemical and dietetic variables), brain measures that provide inference as to biochemistry, neurophysiology and behavior, as well as the inclusion of measures to control for the effects of other factors influencing brain development and neural plasticity such as age, gender and the presence or lack of an experience enriched environment or a stressful one.
Defining normal postnatal brain development
To demonstrate the effects of nutrients on brain development and behavior during infancy and childhood, an important first step is to define normal brain growth and to establish time windows of possible nutrient effects based on neurophysiology and behavioral changes. However, there is limited normative data on brain development and on specific milestones, especially during the toddler years. In addition, available data and brain development charts lack the complexity necessary to identify and link specific neurobiological features with their underlying respective cognitive and behavioral milestones in postnatal development. Thompson and Nelson 31 explained that this uncertainty exists because the best estimates of age-related differences in synaptic density are derived from human autopsy specimens, with sometimes only a few samples at any particular age. Additionally, the estimates of synaptic density represent static figures and do not indicate flux and rates of brain development. The National Institutes of Health MRI study of healthy brain development offers an opportunity to obtained reliable data on brain growth from a healthy cohort of infants and children. 38 Preliminary results indicate that total cerebral volume peaks at age 14.5 years in boys and 11.5 years in girls, and that by 6 years of age, 95% of the brain volume has been achieved. 38 Development in various brains areas can be charted with 95% confidence intervals in order to provide growth-curves of the normal changes in brain volume and of other brain regions. To what extent brain volume is a proxy for cognitive function has still to be determined. Nonetheless, theories of intelligence and cognition have proposed that a larger brain has a higher capacity to accommodate more neurons, axons and synapses. 36 Comparing food-storing versus non food-storing birds suggests that hippocampal size is proportionally correlated with memory function. 39 In humans, the association is less clear as studies have varied in their methodologies of assessing memory. However, Van Petten 40 in a meta-analysis of 33 clinical studies demonstrated a significant proportional correlation between hippocampal volume and memory performance. Therefore, the development of charts that integrate data on the change in volume of the hippocampus and other brain regions in combination with neurobiological information and behavioral milestones is likely to be helpful in assessing the effects of nutrients.
Strategies for measuring nutrient-induced structural and behavioral alterations

Determining mechanistic pathways
Access to brain tissue is necessarily limited in human studies, making experimental models important. By using in vitro models or in vivo animal models, the effects of nutrition can be explored by linking nutritional deficiencies to structural and/or functional alterations in neural maturation and to alterations in growth and behavior. 28, 29 An important advantage of using these models is that they can facilitate screening for possible neurotrophic agents, nutraceuticals and nutrients that affect neurogenesis and synaptogenesis. This can be accomplished by using neural progenitor cells in primary cell culture, or by using neuronal cell lines derived from rodents or humans. 1, 41 These models facilitate the use of molecular biological tools to study gene-nutrient interactions, gene expression, proteomic and metabolic changes associated with exposure to nutrients. Ideally, in vivo models could lead to identification of a gene that is associated with a behavior change. This approach has been used to assess the developmental neurobehavioral toxicity of lead across species and in determining the validity of these models in providing inference to human behavior. 42 These in vivo experiments can also help identify a window of sensitivity to nutrients for optimizing a brain function. The ultimate goal of this approach is to provide evidence of, and describe, a plausible mechanistic pathway explaining the nutrientinduced structural alteration or biochemical alteration leading to a behavioral alteration, which should be established sequentially and closely linked among structural, functional and behavioral brain outcomes. 28 
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Moreover, in vivo models based on comparing deficient versus sufficient states are useful in providing a comparison between the extreme intakes (low versus high), and thus in determining a range of the nutrient intake that can maximize brain-related benefits. For example, manipulating the dose of choline in the diet to provide a high dose (4 times normal diet) during pregnancy increased the offspring pup's ability to use relational cues to navigate a maze compared to those pups from dams on a standard diet. 43 These effects of choline could not be reversed by changing dietary choline after the critical window of sensitivity, and may be permanent because of epigenetic modifications in the switches that control gene expression 44 and that these gene expression changes result in the formation and survival of more neurons in brain. 45 These experiments in model systems provide a mechanistic basis for examining the effects of this nutrient in humans. In fact, there is human data to suggest that this nutrient influences brain development. Californian women who preconceptionally consumed less than 290 mg/day (lowest quartile) of choline in the diet had a 4-fold increased risk of having an infant with a neural tube defect (NTD) than did women in the highest diet intake quartile (intakes > 498 mg/day of choline). 46 The results from these studies suggest that there may be windows of time in human development when choline intake could be increased to enhance brain development. However, these experimental models by themselves do not provide the information necessary to determine nutrient requirements in the population; other approaches are necessary.
Although animal models provide insights into the mechanisms by which nutrients affect brain development and performance, inferences on nutrient levels and their extrapolation to human populations are difficult because these animal species develop and mature at varying rates different from humans. This difference has important implications for extrapolation of these data to human populations. Though the biological processes are similar in rodents and humans, it is obvious that the human brain is more complex and sophisticated than the rodent brain. To help understand the difference itself and be able to extrapolate this information, neuro-informatics has been developed. This is an analytical approach that combines neuroscience, evolutionary science, statistical modeling and computer science. 47 This analysis relates numeric values assigned to at least 10 mammalian species so that the results can help to integrate data in the neurodevelopmental literature across laboratory species and extrapolate them more accurately to humans. Finally, laboratory animals are usually genetically homogeneous, while humans are not, which further limits generalizations. Confirmatory information from human studies is greatly valued for substantiating these mechanisms, but these studies are difficult for the reasons already discussed. Recent advances in technology may facilitate more mechanistic studies in humans.
Available technologies in neuroscience include, but are not limited to, measuring event-related brain potentials (ERPs), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), functional magnetic resonance imaging fMRI and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS). These non-invasive methods for measuring brain size and activity during cognitive processing hold promise for identifying the neural sub-processes involved in complex cognitive, motor, or perceptual tasks. They can be time-linked to the stimulus onset (e.g. the presentation of a word, a sound, or an image), and have been used in infants and children with some success. fMRI can be used to map changes in brain hemodynamics that correspond to mental operations 48 and it is possible to observe the structures that participate in specific brain functions. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) permits the characterization of biochemistry in brain tissue by using the signal from protons to determine the concentration of brain metabolites such as N-acetyl aspartate, choline, creatine and lactate in the tissue examined; it has been used in infants and toddlers. 49 MRI was used in studies linking brain structural changes associated with hypoglycemia versus hyperglycemia with cognitive functions. 50 Within the diabetic group, children with one or more severe hypoglycemic episodes showed less gray matter volume at the left temporal-occipital region, whereas those with episodes of severe hyperglycemia showed less gray matter volume in the posterior cortical area. 50 These structures are associated with brain performance related to the episodic memory system and higher-order visuospatial functions. A subsequent study of a similar population assessed the effects of a severe episode of hypoglycemia versus hyperglycemia on cognitive development. 51 Early, frequent, severe hypoglycemia was associated with decreased delayed recall of explicitly learned information, whereas severe hyperglycemia decreased estimated verbal intelligence. 51 These studies demonstrated how brain structural changes could be linked with cognitive functions by using MRI studies of brain region volume in combination with cognitive test of intelligence, memory and processing speed. 50, 51 Another example of this linkage is the use of ERP studies to show that infants of diabetic mothers have impairments in memory from birth through 8 months of age that are consistent with alterations in Vol 12 No 5
mechanistic pathways of memory observed in animal models of perinatal iron deficiency. 52 For a basic review of the strengths and weaknesses of these methods as well as their integration, see Lee and Chamberlain. 53 
Using cognitive function to assess effects of nutrition on development
Given the fundamental role of nutrients in supporting all aspects of structural and functional development, nutritional deficits may have quite specific effects on development. However, research that looks at broad outcomes rather than specific underlying abilities may lack the focus that would be needed in order to document such specific effects. To illustrate this point, we will review recent research on psychological development in children who have deficient levels of iron, and use these data to explore the degree to which relevant principles of neuroscience and developmental psychology have been applied.
Iron is necessary for normal neurodevelopment, 29 and its deficiency is wide-spread in infants and young children. Although animal studies have demonstrated that iron deficiency alters myelination, monoamine neurotransmitter synthesis, and hippocampal energy metabolism, 29 iron deficiency is a particularly complicated topic in the human because effects may result from deficiency during various stages of the life-cycle and, thus, effects of iron supplementation would be expected to differ depending upon the supplemented individual's stage of development. 29, 54 As summarized in Table 1 , Zhou et al. 55 provided iron supplements for anemic pregnant women in Australia and found no effects on the child's IQ at 4 years of age. Lind et al. 56 provided daily iron supplementation to Indonesian infants aged 6-12 months and found no effect on mental development on the Bayley (a standardized assessment of general intelligence) at 12 months but found some improvement in motor development. Black et al. 57 reported comparable results in Bangladesh, with no effect of iron supplementation at either 6 or 12 months. Lozoff et al. 58 treated Costa Rican infants aged 12-23 months; after 3 months of treatment, the children whose anemia and iron deficiency were corrected had higher mental and motor test scores on the Bayley. Logan et al. 59 reviewed studies that used a randomized placebo or iron treatment with children younger than 3 years, and found only a single effective study: long-term iron treatment (4 months) improved mental and motor performance on the Bayley. 60 More recently, Akman et al. 61 examined iron-deficient children aged 6-30 months and found that differences on the Bayley and the Denver Developmental Screening Test were ameliorated after 3 months of iron treatment. These studies suggest that iron supplementation must be continued for a long duration to have an effect. Furthermore, regarding the locus of supplementation effects, Metallinos-Katsaras et al. 62 provided iron supplements for anemic 3-4-year-old Greek children and found improvement in selective attention and other cognitive skills. This latter result is particularly interesting in the present context because iron can influence dopamine metabolism, which can affect attention and memory as well as other cognitive systems. 63 Finally, in the Gonzalez et al. 64 study that compared 4-10-year-old healthy children with low versus normal visuomotor ability and IQ, higher serum ferritin level (an index of iron) was correlated with visuomotor ability.
To summarize, iron supplementation for an appropriate duration can have positive effects on measures of general cognitive function as well as some specific abilities, but most research to date has focused on broad measures of general cognitive functioning that are not focused on specific effects of a nutrient. One salient aspect of the research investigating nutritional influences of iron on cognitive development in toddlers and preschool children is that most studies have used a standardized assessment of general intelligence as the primary outcome of interest. Intelligence has been an important construct for over a century because it is a strong predictor of school-related outcomes but this statement applies most directly to children who are 5 years of age or older. Moreover, the 'intelligence' measured by any particular test reflects the test-maker's particular theory of intelligence, which can vary quite significantly across time and across cultures. Intelligence tests for young children are based on highly predictable, age-related changes in specific relevant behaviors. For example, almost all human infants have some comprehension of words by their eighth month, some production of words by their twelfth month, and produce two-word combinations by their eighteenth month. 65 Comparisons of performance on age-appropriate tasks is the underlying basis for tests of general intelligence in a developmental context (e.g. the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, the Mullen Scales of Early Learning, the Denver Developmental Screening Test), and this approach has been quite useful when the goal is to identify children whose development is ahead of, or behind, their peers. The main limitation of this approach is that it provides no insight into the underlying abilities that influence the child's performance, which would be particularly problematic if a nutrient has a relatively specific effect on neural development.
A more sensitive approach to assessing cognitive development is to identify and measure specific aspects of cognitive ability. Most intelligence tests provide subtest scores to reflect distinctions such as mental versus motor ability, or separate skills such as memory, problem solving, or verbal ability, but these subtest scores emerge from a relatively simplistic testing context in which an examiner interacts with the child using various play-oriented materials. A more potent strategy for assessing specific aspects of cognitive ability is to use laboratory procedures in which an aspect of cognitive ability can be measured in various contexts using an array of outcome variables that include not only overt behavior but also more subtle behaviors, such as reaction time and eye movements, as well as physiological responses, such as changes in heart rate or evoked electrical potentials. Given the goal of assessing nutritional effects on cognitive development in children in the 1-5-year range, attention and memory are two obvious candidates for specific focus.
Attention
Attention refers to the broad array of processes that direct an organism's sensory focus. For example, endogenous attention refers to the internal, volitional process through which sensory focus is directed toward external stimuli and can be contrasted with related aspects of the term 'attention' (e.g. maintaining alertness, orienting toward compelling external stimuli). The emergence of endogenous control of attention during the toddler and preschool years allows children to accrue important information about their surroundings and to engage in the dynamic social interactions that form the basis for interpersonal relationships.
Several procedures have been developed to measure endogenous attention in toddlers and preschool-aged children. Focused attention can be assessed using behavioral ratings of attentiveness while the child is playing with toys in the context of a specific distraction. For example, Brown et al. 66 placed toys in front of 1-3-year-olds for 45 s and coded videotapes for duration of attention and number of periods of attention. In some procedures, focused attention is assessed in the context of a competing stimulus. For example, Kannass et al. 67 ) presented multiple toys to 31-month-old children and measured aspects of looking and inattention. To assess vulnerability to distraction, 5-s video clips were presented at random intervals while the child was playing. As would be expected, older children become less vulnerable to distraction.
A second aspect of endogenous attention is the ability to monitor a stimulus stream for the occurrence of a specific target. This ability is the common denominator across a wide array of so-called 'continuous performance tasks'. For example, Weissberg et al. 68 tested children as young as 2.5 years on a task that required pushing a button upon detecting a target. Results indicated improvement in target detection reaction time with age, and also established strong reliability for the task. Scerif et al. 69 taught 2-and 3-year-olds to touch the large circles in an array that included varying number of circles of varying sizes. Older toddlers improved in their speed of search on correct responses, their efficient choice of sequential targets, and their accuracy.
Finally, combining focused attention and monitoring leads to an interesting paradigm that Vol 12 No 5
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captures aspects of each. In a gap-overlap task, the stimulus presentation is engineered to allow an explicit comparison between the ability to orient toward a peripheral target per se and the ability to orient toward a peripheral target in the context of having to disengage attention from an on-going target. Heffelfinger et al.
70 tested 14-60-month-old children using a task in which a stimulus was presented on a central monitor, with a subsequent stimulus presented on one of two monitors on either side of the central monitor. In the gap condition, the stimulus on the central monitor was extinguished before the onset of the peripheral stimulus, so the only challenge for the child was to re-orient visual attention to the peripheral target. In the overlap condition, the stimulus on the central monitor remained visible while the peripheral stimulus was presented, thus requiring the child to disengage attention from one target and refocus on an alternative target. Hellelfinger et al. found that reaction time to look at the peripheral stimulus differentiated control and cocaine-exposed toddlers. 70 The development of endogenous attention in young children is likely to be an important fundamental cognitive skill that enables children to accomplish critical competencies such as learning language and establishing social relations. We know very little about the development of endogenous attention other than obvious commonsense conclusions about increases in endogenous attention capacity during this age range. Measures of focused attention and monitoring, and possibly the gapoverlap paradigm will enable researchers to tap and explore this important domain.
Memory
Memory implies the encoding, storage, and retrieval of information, which is very important from a developmental perspective because the capacity to hold information and process it supports various higher level accomplishments such as language, categorization, and social cognition. Several paradigms have been developed to assess memory in young children. For example, in a deferred imitation paradigm, the child watches the examiner model a sequence of actions performed with a set of objects. If the child performs the modeled sequence after a delay of minutes, hours, or days, this behavior implies that the original presentation was encoded, stored, and retrieved. Children in the 1-3-year age range are able to imitate a sequence that they saw as long ago as several months, [71] [72] [73] with notable improvement in storage and retrieval as children get older.
Working memory refers to the ability to hold information 'on line', use it to accomplish a goal, and then discard it. Examples include holding a phone number in mind long enough to dial the number, or remembering the words of a sentence long enough to make sense of the sentence. The capacity to hold information in working memory emerges during the first year and working memory capacity continues to improve during childhood. 74 Older children can be given task instructions and they can provide verbal responses or well-trained motor responses. Unfortunately, the toddler and pre-school age range is more difficult to work with and tasks must be designed to systematically challenge memory within the context of an engaging game-like task. For example, in a hideand-find task, 75 the child watches the experimenter hide a desired object at one of several possible locations. The experimenter then engages the child's attention to break his or her fixation on the hiding location. After a timed delay, the child is allowed to search for the object. If the child finds the object, the child's working memory capacity is sufficient to span that delay and distinguish among that number of alternative locations. If the child searches incorrectly, it is assumed that the child's working memory capacity has been exceeded.
Short-term working memory is a relatively straightforward construct that has been successfully measured in young children using variations of the delayed-response task. Results from these studies suggest a monotonic increase in parameters such as capacity and durability. In addition, working memory, which has been linked to development of prefrontal cortex, has been widely investigated in the context of typical and atypical development. Short-term working memory would certainly appear to be a prime target as an index of how nutrition affects cognitive development in young children.
Other considerations
Many other cognitive abilities can be assessed in the 1-5-year age range (e.g. categorization, problem solving, counting) and a complete evaluation of nutritional influences on development would require data from this broader spectrum. Endogenous attention and short-term working memory have been our focus here for several reasons. First, these two constructs provide a fundamental, underlying basis for acquiring and using information that supports a wide array of broader abilities that emerge in the 1-5-year age range such as language and social interaction. Second, extrapolation from research on adults and animal models suggests specific neural mechanisms Vol 12
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Rosales et al. Role of nutrition in brain and behavioral development associated with endogenous attention and short-term working memory. Finally, endogenous attention and short-term working memory have relatively obvious behavioral manifestations and can be assessed within a convenient time frame as opposed to constructs that entail more general ability (e.g. problem solving) or that reflect processing over a broad time frame (e.g. long-term memory). Researchers who explore nutritional effects in the 1-5-year range will need a broad and deep toolbox, but endogenous attention and short-term memory are good tools to have on top.
Using brain and behavioral outcomes to assess nutrient requirements
Better methods for characterizing the functional changes in brain that are associated with diet could set the foundation for revising and improving dietary recommendations. Carefully characterized functional phenotypes are used by the Institute of Medicine USA Food and Nutrition Board as the basis for estimating human nutrient requirements. 76 For example, the dietary requirement for iron is based on the amount of iron that must be consumed to prevent the functional phenotype of anemia. 77 The expert panels that make these estimations examined human data (supported by more extensive animal studies) on various functional phenotypes related to a nutrient, and then chose the function that is most sensitive to the nutrient (i.e. the organ function that is abnormal after the smallest increment or decrement in dietary intake) to set the recommended intake or upper limit of recommended intake. If behavioral effects of iron deficiency were the most sensitive phenotype of brain dysfunction in iron deficiency (Lozoff 78 reports that these are apparent before anemia), this brain function change would be used to set the recommended dietary intake. Conversely, if supplemental iron intake above the current recommended amount optimizes the functional brain phenotype, the recommendation likely should consider this higher iron level as optimal dietary intake. Behavioral phenotype has been rarely used to assess dietary intake requirements because there is not enough human data in the published literature that is based on comparable methodology. It is much easier to measure anemia than it is to measure brain function.
In this review, we suggest several approaches that can be refined for assessing brain function in children. It would be desirable if the discipline developed some common elements to be included in future studies of diet and brain function, because these elements would complement more targeted measures based on time of exposure and understanding of data from animal models. Studies that only use gross measures such as IQ and which lump nutrient exposures across broad swatches of time are unlikely to generate useable data for setting nutrient recommendations. When more sophisticated brain phenotyping methods are applied to nutrition-related questions, human data will accrue that could allow expert panels to use brain phenotype when setting diet recommendations. However, there are other complications that need to be addressed before this strategy becomes common place. As discussed earlier, the effects of nutrients on brain development may only occur during specific sensitive windows in brain development. Folic acid only alters spinal cord closure during a few days in embryonic development. 79 Dietary choline may only alter brain development if varied during the few days during development when neural progenitor cells are programmed to divide and migrate to specific areas of brain. 45 This programmed window for neurogenesis is not uniform within brain: it occurs earlier in the cerebellum than in the hippocampus, and earlier in the hippocampus than in the cortex. 80 The consequence of this variability is that the characterization of the behavioral, anatomical or biochemical brain phenotype takes considerable understanding of brain development, and investigators and expert panels must specifically look for region-specific changes and must do so with an understanding of the likely time window during which the nutrient was or was not available. The 'window of sensitivity' approach is likely to extend beyond brain development. Epigenetic marking of DNA and histones in response to diet also occurs during specific windows of sensitivity during development. 5 These marks set the 'switches' that turn many genes on and off, and may be the major underlying mechanism whereby early life nutrition has life-long effects.
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Summary
There is no aspect of our physical or psychological existence that is not affected in some way by nutrition. A profound lack of nutrition would obviously have a negative influence on all aspects of development, and such effects of malnutrition are well documented. 29, 82 But, moving beyond this general truism, an important goal for research is to reveal specific links between the intake level of particular nutrients and specific behavioral outcomes.
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We have discussed the complex role that nutrition plays in postnatal brain and behavior development during the preschool years. Nutrition and nutrients not only represent environmental resources, but also can have epigenetic effects modifying the influence of biological and nurturing factors. We have highlighted some of the gaps in our understanding of this role and have provided some recommendations for defining this role. We hope that these perspectives help build a momentum and motivate further research from the interaction among neuroscientists, developmental psychologists and nutritional scientists.
From a research perspective, attention has mainly been focused on problems caused by deficits in nutrition or nutrients. In contrast, we know relatively little about the effects of above-normal exposure to necessary substances, 83 but this topic is of considerable importance. For example, as noted earlier, research with rodents has demonstrated that pups whose uterine environment has supplemental choline have notable enhancement of memory capacity throughout life; 43 it would certainly be feasible to apply this intervention in humans. Ethical considerations preclude providing humans with nutrients at levels above the normal range without a solid scientific basis, but it is interesting to ponder the possible salubrious effects of supplemental doses of various micronutrients.
Research on the use of nutritional supplements to remediate deficits is difficult for various reasons. One issue is that nutritional influences can be short-term or long-term. For example, we can observe the immediate effect of a high-glucose snack, the day-long effect of having a poor quality breakfast, or the day-to-day effect of iron supplementation. From a long-term perspective, nutritional effects can occur in utero and last for the entire life span. For example, early experiences such as sub-optimal nutrition or exposure to teratogens have been linked to a wide array of longterm outcomes including taste preference, intelligence, obesity, and cardiac function 81 through various neural mechanisms. 84 It is also possible for nutritional effects to occur later in life and have relatively short-term effects on behavior; for these reasons, it is important that period of sensitivity be determined. To accomplish this goal, research on nutritional influences must use an array of designs and strategies to capture both short-term and long-term outcomes.
